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the game's single-player campaign will take place in shanghai, china. the campaign will follow
kane and lynch as they search for answers regarding the events that happened in the previous
game. when they get there they discover that the city is being held by a crime lord called mr.

hsing. hsing wants kane to retrieve a mysterious book for him, but the second time he fails. kane
and lynch are then ambushed by gangsters who want the book, and chased by a squad of police.
they run for their lives and eventually make it to the safehouse hsing uses as his base. the duo

kill the gangsters and escape from the base. they get a ride out of there in hsing's vehicle, but it
is hit by a truck and crashes. the duo then find a boat and navigate out of the city. the following
day, kane and lynch are brought to a prison cell where they are interrogated by agent browning.
kane and lynch are chained up and are told to think about what they have done. the door opens

and glazer and xiu appear. glazer shows his condolences to kane and lynch, saying that he wants
to get the three of them out of there. after a short discussion with glazer, kane, lynch and xiu are

led to another cell where a plane awaits. glazer says that he will take the three of them on a
relaxing vacation on a deserted island and explains to kane and lynch that they should not go

along with this. glazer warns that if they do not go along they will all die. glazer helps the three
of them into the cockpit and tells them to put on parachutes. kane, lynch and xiu jump out of the
plane before it crashes. glazer and xiu land their own plane safely. kane, lynch, and xiu are soon
surrounded by hsing's men in a jungle as they parachute out of the plane. kane tells lynch that

they need to figure out a way to get to hsing. the three work their way through the jungle looking
for the best way to get to hsing. as kane, lynch and xiu search the jungle, they hear a female

voice. lynch runs off and takes cover behind a tree. he spots a tiger hunt the three of them with
a spear. lynch is soon killed by the tiger. kane tells xiu to go on without him. xiu leaves the body
behind as he runs towards a cliff that leads to a road. as he approaches the road he is attacked
by hsing's men who pick him up. xiu comes face to face with hsing who then slaps him in the

face. xiu, bloody and beaten, is thrown into the back of hsing's car and driven off into the jungle.
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Kane should be happy with how well he did on his last job. Though he was stabbed by the Chinese
police and then beaten by gangsters before this, he still managed to walk away alive. The streets of
Shanghai are safe for now so Kane buys himself a pair of gloves. He then makes a phone call to a

Chinese reporter about the night's events. Lynch is a little restless as he can't get over the death of
his brother. He asks Kane if he ever feels guilty about murdering people and Kane reveals that he

feels guilty at the moment. The pair then go out for a meal before they visit the glitz and glamour of
a Shanghai club. Kane decides to buy some entertainment to take his mind off everything and walks

away with a Maserati. But Kane isn't there long before he ends up in a bar fight with a bunch of
Chinese gangsters. Unfortunately, Lynch's bloody and bruised appearance creates suspicion and the
pair are both taken into custody by the police. En route to the precinct, Kane receives a phone call

from the reporter who is upset that the police have kidnapped Kane and has Kane call the press and
tell them what is happening. Unfortunately, Lynch is still thrown in a cell. While locked up, the police
unknowingly ask Lynch to tell them what happened to his brother. Lynch responds by telling them it

was a long time ago and everything would be okay. Having reached the precinct, Kane is brought
into the interrogation room, only to be locked in with the cops who want to know what the hell

happened. Lynch, under pressure and weakened by the beatings he received, accepts a beating to
tell them what happened. They then beat him some more for good measure, but he still doesn't tell
them what they want to know. Eventually, Kane suggests a deal in which Lynch will tell them what
happened and they'll let him go. The cops just tell him to tell them what he was told by the killer

Kane. Lynch says that he doesn't know what they mean and that he was just a kid back then. Faced
with this, the cops beat him even more and he finally breaks down. After taking the heat for causing

the cops to beat an innocent man, Kane and Lynch are released from prison. 5ec8ef588b
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